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Abstract
Whereas legal comparisons tend to be concerned with legal systems, structures or rules, this paper focuses on a more fundamental element of law: a legal concept. From the semiotic point of view, a concept is an element of the tripartite construct of meaning, which – in the legal context – is derived from a particular legal system. Since effective communication in legal practice is predicated on the unity of meaning, issues are likely to arise when an act of communication spans disparate legal cultures. When the epistemic embedding of legal concepts fundamentally differs between the respective legal systems with which the participants to a communicative event are familiar, conceptual incommensurability will arise, impeding the communication process and, potentially, also having an impact on associated court proceedings.

Against this theoretical backdrop, the paper shifts its focus to globalised legal practice, which requires a broader legal skillset and comparative perspectives. As an illustration, the equivalence of selected substantive law concepts is explored across the common law/civil law divide, accurate comprehension of which is essential to intercultural provision of legal services. Drawing parallels between the functional method in comparative law and the functional approach recommended in legal translation, an overview is provided of techniques for remedying terminological incongruence and conveying intended meaning across legal cultures. The paper concludes by querying whether the law curriculum would be enhanced by inclusion of comparative and linguistic perspectives, with a view to equipping graduates with interdisciplinary tools for effective legal communication and global law practice.
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Introduction
International and transborder trends in the world economy, business transactions and regulation of global issues1 have had an impact on the scope of legal services. Globalisation of legal services is, however, no longer limited to large law firms dealing with cross-border and multi-jurisdictional matters but it also regularly features in domestic law practice, where foreign language speakers are parties to the legal process or information is communicated between legal institutions based in different
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Considering the market requirements dictated by globalisation, it is only logical to propose that every law practitioner should now be prepared to deal with transnational legal issues. While, in light of globalisation trends in law practice, the importance of developing international and comparative perspectives on law has been recognised, legal education remains domestic law-oriented in most jurisdictions. In fact, legal education has been criticised for creating a monopo-epistemic perception of one’s domestic legal system as ‘normal’ in contrast to other systems, which in the global context may potentially affect such aspects of law practice as interpretation of foreign legal concepts and rules, legal reasoning and communication with clients or other actors in the legal system(s) concerned. Against this background, the paper considers how interdisciplinary skills drawing on complementary elements of comparative law and legal translation would benefit law practice that transcends jurisdictional boundaries.

Section 1 of the paper considers the relationship between legal systems, legal concepts and the language of the law from the perspectives of comparative law and semiotics, highlighting linguistic difficulties inherent in global law practice. Section 2 is concerned with the search for conceptual equivalence in communication across legal cultures and begins by drawing parallels between the functional method used in comparative law and the functional approach recommended in legal translation. Next, two case studies are presented that compare English criminal and civil law terms (and corresponding concepts) with their Polish counterparts. The case studies aim to highlight conceptual variation between the legal systems and, in particular, the impact that its non- or miscommunication may have for the legal process. Suggesting that familiarity with translation techniques would enhance legal practice and communication, section 3 explains the pragmatic approach to legal translation and the factors that dictate the choice of translation strategy and orientation. Section 4 delves deeper into the art of translation and addresses the issue of lack of conceptual equivalence between jurisdictions, providing an overview of linguistic remedies available to achieve functional equivalence. The benefits of interdisciplinary methods and skills are then highlighted in section 5, which explores their application in law study and practice, including intra- and interlingual communication. The conclusion summarises the discussion and considers the ways in which interdisciplinary methods and skills could be developed both as part of legal education and post-qualification.

1. Interdisciplinary aspects of globalised law practice

Differences between legal systems originate from their distinct paths of evolution and not only do they subsist in legal rules, but also extend to legal cultures. For instance, different societies have culturally embedded conceptions of the law and the law practitioner, and, more fundamentally, different values may be attached to specific things within different societies. Therefore, it is argued that, in addition to a broader understanding of how particular legal systems differ from a comparative law perspective, global law practice requires the ability to: (1) perceive nuances in how those systems construe fundamental concepts on the basis of which their domestic legal rules operate; and (2) convey such
conceptual differences in communication with clients or other law practitioners. In a global context, legal skills thus require a more in-depth understanding of the given laws, inclusive of – at least to a certain extent – their languages and cultures.

Effective communication, in a legal context or otherwise, is predicated on the unity of meaning between the parties involved, yet the inextricable link between law and language appears to be largely ignored in legal education. Law is expressed through the medium of language in its sources, and legal practice necessarily involves the use of language. The language of the law derives its meaning from legal rules, thus being specific to the jurisdiction in which it is used. Although the meaning of domestic legal terms is typically imparted to students in the course of their legal education, little weight appears to be attached to linguistic aspects of global law practice, which necessarily involves cross-cultural communication.

It is worth noting at this juncture that in linguistics or, more specifically, semiotics and lexical semantics, the notion of meaning is triadic in that a sign, ie a word or phrase, expresses its sense (connotation), ie the conceptual aspect of meaning, and designates its reference (denotation), ie the object, which is extralinguistic in character. The three aspects of meaning, ie the sign, and its sense and reference, as well as the relationship between them in the context of the language of the law are illustrated by Figure 1 below.

Furthermore, the same word can be both part of ordinary language and technical language, such as the language of the law. To illustrate, the definition (‘sense’) of the term (‘sign’) ‘battery’ in English criminal law is the intentional or reckless infliction of actual personal violence against the victim without the victim’s consent or a lawful excuse, which may amount to as little as unwanted touching. In order to secure a conviction, it must therefore be established that the act (‘reference’) committed by the defendant meets the conceptual criteria (‘sense’) of the criminal offence of battery. However, the term ‘battery’ also has non-legal denotations in ordinary language, such as ‘a source of power’ or ‘an artillery subunit’, and even when it is used in a legal context, the term is likely to be associated by a layman with a higher degree of violence, due to the verb ‘to batter’ denoting, as per its dictionary definition, ‘to strike repeatedly with hard blows’. Therefore, in the course of their communication with a client who denies applying (excessive) force to the victim, the criminal lawyer will need to translate the legal term ‘battery’ into ordinary language to convey its technical (ie legal) meaning, and, in particular, the low threshold of violence required to satisfy the criteria of the offence.
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In the case of practising law across jurisdictions, communication is characterised by additional linguistic complexity inherent to communication across cultures, especially where the legal systems in question have evolved from different legal traditions. Besides the ordinary and technical dichotomy in meaning that may be encountered in monolingual communication, linguistic and cultural differences between the given jurisdictions are likely to affect both connotative ('sense') and denotative ('reference') aspects of the meaning of terms ('signs') that otherwise appear to be equivalent.23 This variation in meaning may not be immediately obvious to the law practitioner, however, unless they are proficient24 in the language used in the foreign jurisdiction and trained in the law applicable therein. Admittedly, it will be rare for the law practitioner to be fully bilingual and possess dual legal qualifications – is there, in light of this, any other way of enhancing the lawyer’s ability to practise law and communicate across jurisdictions? It is suggested that complementary elements of comparative law and legal translation, adapted for the purposes of legal practice may be the answer to this question.

While elements of comparative law are sometimes incorporated in the law curriculum, the importance of its sister discipline, namely legal translation, does not seem to be recognised.25 Paraphrasing de Groot, who stated that, '[t]ranslators of legal terminology are obliged to practise comparative law',26 it is argued that comparative lawyers, including lawyers practising at the interface of different legal systems, are obliged to practise legal translation – or at least be familiar with some translational intricacies when making legal comparisons. Legal translation in its all forms has been considered an act of comparative law,26 and conducting legal comparisons, whether in theory or in practice, necessarily involves translation of legal concepts between the languages of the jurisdictions being compared.27 In spite of the different knowledge interests of the two disciplines, it has been claimed that functional comparative law and legal translation are virtually the same in that they both aim at establishing (functional) equivalence.28
2. Searching for conceptual equivalence: the functional method

One of the methods employed by comparative law is the functional method. As an approach to a micro-comparison, the functional method focuses on the effects of legal rules in the context of society, with function serving as tertium comparationis, an invariant element required in the comparison. From this perspective, functional equivalence of legal and non-legal institutions is predicated on them performing similar functions in their respective legal systems, regardless of any doctrinal differences. A complementary approach in comparative law is that of universalism, according to which certain legal concepts and rules are common to all humanity, with some proponents suggesting the existence of a shared unconscious legal mentality. While there are likely to be some commonalities between any two legal systems and they may well feature legal concepts and rules that are functionally uniform, in that they are designed to address and seek solutions to the same socio-economic problems, differences may nevertheless lie in their details. A reductionist approach to a legal micro-comparison that focuses on the substance, i.e. a particular problem and solution(s) thereto, but disregards doctrinal and conceptual differences, deprives a legal comparison of linguistic insight. Therefore, it is argued that law practitioners ought to be prepared to challenge the presumption of similarity (praesumptio similitudinis) and, instead, give consideration to the possibility of conceptual differences in their legal practice and communication across legal systems.

Coincidentally, the functional approach is also recommended in legal translation. Differences in how legal concepts are construed in different legal systems give rise to difficulties in translation of legal terminology. A functional equivalent in translation is a term designating a concept or institution whose function in the target language is the same as in the source language. In order to establish functional equivalence and assess whether the equivalent term in question is accurate and may be used in translation, the translator must compare the source and target concepts, which often involves consulting legal and reference materials, and, if required, consulting legal and/or language
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professionals. The comparison must consider the content of the legal concepts, the intent behind them and, importantly, their legal effect. In addition, the similarity of the concepts’ systemic and structural embedding must be assessed. According to Sarčević, there are seven degrees of functional equivalence, ranging from full equivalence through partial equivalence to none, depending on the overlap of essential and accidental characteristics of the concepts compared or lack thereof. A target term’s acceptability as a functional equivalent of a source term requires at least partial equivalence, whereby most of the essential properties converge between the two.

Conducting a comparison between legal concepts originating from different legal systems should, in theory, be easier for the law practitioner than it would be for the translator, due to former’s knowledge and understanding of the law, and, in particular, their ability to construe legal concepts according to the principles of statutory interpretation. However, the latter has the advantage of being able to conduct legal research in their two (or more) working languages and, due to their high level of linguistic competence and experience in interlingual communication, the translator is more skilled at using linguistic remedies to bridge semantic or cognitive gaps in communication. It is therefore postulated that increasing the legal profession’s awareness of (often inconspicuous) linguistic and cultural challenges in interjurisdictional law practice, and adding translation techniques to its skills repertoire in order to overcome such challenges would assist lawyers in differentiating between corresponding concepts that may be encountered in global law practice.

Notably, regardless of sharing some political or ideological features, no two legal systems are identical. Since legal terminology is specific to the respective legal system, full equivalence of terminology will occur only in the context of translation within a bi- or multilingual jurisdiction that is monojural, ie where terminology is translated between two or more languages used by the same legal system. Approximation of source and target laws through their unification or harmonisation will also result in near full equivalence of legal concepts and the principles of statutory interpretation. However, the latter has the advantage of being able to conduct legal research in their two (or more) working languages and, due to their high level of linguistic competence and experience in interlingual communication, the translator is more skilled at using linguistic remedies to bridge semantic or cognitive gaps in communication. It is therefore postulated that increasing the legal profession’s awareness of (often inconspicuous) linguistic and cultural challenges in interjurisdictional law practice, and adding translation techniques to its skills repertoire in order to overcome such challenges would assist lawyers in differentiating between corresponding concepts that may be encountered in global law practice.

Notably, regardless of sharing some political or ideological features, no two legal systems are identical. Since legal terminology is specific to the respective legal system, full equivalence of terminology will occur only in the context of translation within a bi- or multilingual jurisdiction that is monojural, ie where terminology is translated between two or more languages used by the same legal system. Approximation of source and target laws through their unification or harmonisation will also result in near full equivalence of legal concepts and the principles of statutory interpretation. However, the latter has the advantage of being able to conduct legal research in their two (or more) working languages and, due to their high level of linguistic competence and experience in interlingual communication, the translator is more skilled at using linguistic remedies to bridge semantic or cognitive gaps in communication. It is therefore postulated that increasing the legal profession’s awareness of (often inconspicuous) linguistic and cultural challenges in interjurisdictional law practice, and adding translation techniques to its skills repertoire in order to overcome such challenges would assist lawyers in differentiating between corresponding concepts that may be encountered in global law practice.

Notably, regardless of sharing some political or ideological features, no two legal systems are identical. Since legal terminology is specific to the respective legal system, full equivalence of terminology will occur only in the context of translation within a bi- or multilingual jurisdiction that is monojural, ie where terminology is translated between two or more languages used by the same legal system. Approximation of source and target laws through their unification or harmonisation will also result in near full equivalence of legal concepts and the principles of statutory interpretation. However, the latter has the advantage of being able to conduct legal research in their two (or more) working languages and, due to their high level of linguistic competence and experience in interlingual communication, the translator is more skilled at using linguistic remedies to bridge semantic or cognitive gaps in communication. It is therefore postulated that increasing the legal profession’s awareness of (often inconspicuous) linguistic and cultural challenges in interjurisdictional law practice, and adding translation techniques to its skills repertoire in order to overcome such challenges would assist lawyers in differentiating between corresponding concepts that may be encountered in global law practice.

Notably, regardless of sharing some political or ideological features, no two legal systems are identical. Since legal terminology is specific to the respective legal system, full equivalence of terminology will occur only in the context of translation within a bi- or multilingual jurisdiction that is monojural, ie where terminology is translated between two or more languages used by the same legal system. Approximation of source and target laws through their unification or harmonisation will also result in near full equivalence of legal concepts and the principles of statutory interpretation. However, the latter has the advantage of being able to conduct legal research in their two (or more) working languages and, due to their high level of linguistic competence and experience in interlingual communication, the translator is more skilled at using linguistic remedies to bridge semantic or cognitive gaps in communication. It is therefore postulated that increasing the legal profession’s awareness of (often inconspicuous) linguistic and cultural challenges in interjurisdictional law practice, and adding translation techniques to its skills repertoire in order to overcome such challenges would assist lawyers in differentiating between corresponding concepts that may be encountered in global law practice.
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terminology, as will adoption of source law by the target legal system. Thus, the greater similarity in the concepts’ systemic embedding, the greater the degree of functional equivalence of the respective legal terms is likely to be.

Considering the above, establishing functional equivalence is important. Miscommunicating a legal concept in the course of law practice may result in the provision of inaccurate or incorrect instructions, advice or evidence, and potentially lead to implications for case progression and associated court proceedings. To illustrate how nuances of legal meaning may be, as it is commonly described, ‘lost in translation’, two legal concepts from English criminal and civil law are considered below in comparison with their Polish counterparts. The Polish language has been chosen as a comparator due to the fact that it is the most commonly spoken language after English in England and Wales, and Northern Ireland, and the most common language after English, Scots and Gaelic in Scotland. This is reflected in the use of language services in courts, with Polish being the most frequently requested language in criminal, civil and family courts.

(a) Example one: a ‘road traffic accident’

An example of conceptual differences between jurisdictions is the definition of a ‘road traffic accident’ (RTA), which is a commonly used term in negligence claims against vehicle users and, arguably, not one to which much heed is paid meaning-wise. In ordinary language the term has connotations of consequential accidental damage, which may affect the perception of the parties’ blameworthiness. As a matter of fact, according to the current legal guidance in England and Wales, the correct term to be used in criminal proceedings is a ‘road traffic collision’ (RTC), in particular where it has resulted in a serious injury or death of a person. Comparing the English and Polish Road Traffic Acts, neither statute provides an explicit definition of an RTA, yet the concepts appear to be functionally equivalent in both legal systems in that they share essential characteristics, namely: (1) the presence/involvement of a vehicle (2) in an incident on a road, leading to (3) harm caused to a third party or their property. However, a more in-depth comparative analysis reveals subtle differences in the construction of the term between the two jurisdictions, with regard to the vehicle involved, the place where the accident occurred and the harm caused, which may be important to convey in communication.
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56Road Traffic Act 1988, s 170(1).

57Ustawa z dnia 20.06.1997 r - Prawo o ruchu drogowym (Dz U 1997 nr 98 poz 602) [The Road Traffic Act of 20.06.1997 (Journal od Laws 1997, no 98, item 602)], Art 44(1) and (2).
To begin with, where the duties of a vehicle user involved in an RTA are set out in the Polish statute, the concept of a vehicle is construed more widely than it is in the English one, including not only motor vehicles but also other means of road transport that are not mechanically propelled. Application of the provisions to the same set of facts may thus produce different results in the two jurisdictions, eg the duty to stop and exchange details under the RTA legislation will apply to users of electric bicycles in Poland but not in England, Wales or Scotland, where electronically assisted pedal cycles (or at least some classes thereof, as per current regulations of the Secretary of State) are not treated as motor vehicles.

Scene-wise, the application of the Polish term RTA is limited to incidents on roads only, both public and private, whereas the equivalent English statute applies to public roads as well as other public places. Thus, a collision of a mobility scooter with an elderly woman in an aisle of a Tesco supermarket was held to constitute an RTA in England, whereas it would not have been the case under Polish law.

Furthermore, the procedural distinction between the terms wypadek (‘accident’) and kolizja (‘collision’) made by the Polish police when recording incidents on the road seems to reflect the layman’s understanding of the term RTA in Polish. The term wypadek drogowy (‘a road traffic accident’) is understood as an incident on the road that has resulted in a personal injury or death, whereas the term kolizja drogowa (‘a road traffic collision’) is limited to incidents resulting in property damage only. The latter term is also informally referred to as śluczek (literally: ‘a bump’), which suggests a minor collision or a shunt. Thus, while the terms ‘accident’ and ‘collision’ appear to be used synonymously in English, this is not the case in Polish, where the terms wypadek and kolizja have different connotations with regard to the type and severity of the harm caused or sustained.

While the concept of an RTA may be perceived as a universal one, misunderstandings arising from jurisdictional variation in its construction may have consequences for the conduct of the associated proceedings. To exemplify, when interviewed by a solicitor acting on their behalf or by a medical expert instructed to prepare a medico-legal report, a Polish claimant may deny having been previously involved in an RTA if the given incident would have been classed as a damage-only collision in their
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native jurisdiction. If the previous RTA subsequently comes to light, it may lead to medical evidence having to be discarded at the client’s cost and new evidence having to be obtained from an alternative consultant. Apart from potential financial consequences of miscommunicating this term, there may also be juridical impact if the medical evidence containing erroneous information (ie denying history of previous RTAs) has been inadvertently shared with the defendant’s solicitor or if it transpires during examination or cross-examination in court that the claimant has been previously involved in an RTA, yet failed to disclose it. Understandably, in such a case the client’s credibility as a witness will likely be undermined, which may damage their prospects of success in the proceedings.

(b) Example two: ‘going equipped (for stealing etc)’

Another example of how legal concepts may differ between jurisdictions is the English inchoate offence of ‘going equipped’, contrary to section 25(1) of the Theft Act 1968, which criminalises an act preparatory to theft, burglary or taking and driving away a conveyance. The seriousness of this offence is reflected by the fact that it may be tried on indictment, ie by jury in the Crown Court. The offence has no equivalent in the Polish Penal (Criminal) Code, the nearest functional equivalent being a petty offence contrary to Article 129 of the Polish Code of Petty Offences, which criminalises the possession of skeleton keys and similar tools. In addition to the considerable difference in the gravity of the offences, there is a disparity in their criteria defining articles preparatory to theft, which under English law are construed broadly and include objects that may be as innocuous as a pair of gloves (to prevent leaving fingerprints) or a tin (to remove a pane of glass). There is also a difference between the jurisdictions as to the nature of the activities prohibited by the provisions, such as possession, acquisition, making/adapting or supplying the articles for intended use, as well as their timing, ie before, during or after the planned burglary or theft. Overall, different configurations of these variables may result in an act being criminal in one jurisdiction but not in the other.

Without sufficient comparative law awareness assisted by translation techniques, the accuracy and effectiveness of communicating a concept such as ‘going equipped’ across jurisdictions may be bilaterally impaired, specifically at the stages of – as referred to in communication studies – message encoding and decoding. Message encoding in this context refers to conveying the meaning of a domestic term by the law practitioner to a foreign language-speaking defendant, while message decoding means the interpretation of the term by the defendant. The accuracy of message decoding is also pertinent in circumstances where lawyers interpret information received from foreign jurisdictions or otherwise engage in cross-border law practice.

From the human rights perspective, miscommunication of criminal charges entails the risk of infringement of the defendant’s Article 6 rights. Where the defendant does not fully comprehend the nature and details of the offence charged, either due to its ineffective monolingual communication or due to lack of provision of interpreting and/or translation services before and during the
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77For instance, when the intended message is received as distorted or is altogether incomprehensible from the foreign language speaker’s perspective, due to their communication skills, knowledge of the language or legal system, social system and/or culture affecting how the message is decoded. See further in DK Berlo The Process of Communication: An Introduction to
trial, their plea will be an answer to the charge(s) as construed within the parameters of their foreign language competence and any relevant experience they may have. Regarding the latter, if the defendant has some familiarity with criminal law in their country of origin or experience of criminal proceedings therein, this will affect their understanding of the scope and gravity of the English criminal offence with which they have been charged and they will likely interpret it as a comparable (albeit not necessarily equivalent) offence in their domestic jurisdiction, this presumption of similarity informing their plea. Without appropriate comparative law competence on the part of legal practitioners, such misunderstandings risk going unnoticed and if they are noticed, they may be difficult to remedy, unless appropriate (mono- or bilingual) translation techniques are used.

Likewise, the lawyer’s lack of awareness of conceptual differences between domestic and foreign offences may result in their misinterpretation of the latter. For example, where previous convictions from foreign jurisdictions are adduced as bad character evidence, presumption of equivalence of criminal offences between the relevant jurisdictions where none exists or equivalence is only partial may have implications for the criminal process. Misinterpretation of foreign criminal records may lead to the wrong assessment of the defendant’s propensity to reoffend and/or their credibility by the prosecution, defence, probation service and the court, thus impacting on the value and relevance attached to such evidence and the parties’ decision-making process. Ultimately, the fairness of the proceedings may be affected, particularly in relation to conviction and sentencing.

3. Pragmatic approach to legal translation

It is in circumstances that focus on legal concepts like the ones exemplified above that translation methodology may be of assistance in legal communication and practice. Legal translation refers to translating texts in legal settings from a source language into a target language, encompassing both translation of sources of law and translation of communications in legal practice. When used in reference to translation of the spoken word, the correct term is ‘interpreting’, however – for the sake of simplicity – the term ‘translation’ is used in this paper to refer to both written and oral interlingual communication. While legal translation normally takes place outside the practitioner-client relationship, ie it is a service provided by a third party in order to facilitate communication between parties to a communicative event who do not share a mother tongue, it is argued that the law practitioner’s familiarity with techniques employed by translators would enhance their performance in a global context. Such techniques would be helpful not only when using legal terms that are prone to misunderstanding due to their misleading familiarity in a foreign language (ie where the terms exist in both languages, yet have different conceptual underpinnings) but also when using terms that refer to legal concepts unfamiliar to the other party or non-existent in their native legal system.

It is important to note at the outset that the rendition of source text or speech in the target language depends on the translation strategy and orientation used. A pragmatic approach to translation is
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generally recommended, whereby the choice of translation strategy and orientation is influenced by such considerations as the type and function of the text (in the case of translation), the purpose of the communicative event, the influence of any extralinguistic aspects, the type of recipient, and the client’s requirements, if any, with regard to terminology to be used when communicating their message in the target language.

Unlike in the case of interpreting in legal settings, which typically occurs during legal consultations or court proceedings, when documents are translated for legal purposes, the function of the text and the purpose of the communication may be different in the source and target languages. This may occur when, for example, a court order is translated into another language for information purposes, rather than for the purpose of its enforcement, and thus lacks the force of law.

Similarly, the type of recipient of the target message and, in particular, their legal competence with regard to both the source and target legal systems, will have an impact on how the original message is conveyed. As mentioned above, the understanding of the English legal process by a foreign client may be affected by their own experience of how the law operates in their country of origin, or lack thereof. This is also true for the lawyer’s interpretation of foreign law(s) encountered in their legal practice, which – without appropriate linguistic and cultural awareness – will be influenced by their legal education and the principles of interpretation applicable to their domestic law. Depending on the circumstances and requirements, translation can thus be oriented towards the source-language legal system, the target-language legal system, the client or international audience.

Translation strategy, in turn, determines the degree of the translator’s freedom in their choice of target language and encompasses such strategies as free translation, idiomatic translation, literal translation, word-for-word translation, and calqued translation. Idiomatic translation is normally recommended as part of the pragmatic approach to legal translation, since word-for-word translation could be conductive to misunderstanding and may not reflect the intended, legal context-dependent meaning. Still, the latter may be acceptable at the word or phrase level in some circumstances, with the caveat that technical or culture-specific meaning may not be conveyed.

4. Linguistic remedies for lack of (full) equivalence of legal concepts

One of the issues translators face when rendering source language terms in the target language is whether to use natural or linguistic equivalents. Natural equivalents are terms that already exist in the legal system into whose language a given text is being translated, whereas linguistic equivalents, such as literal equivalents, borrowings and naturalisations, are typically used in literal translation to
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86See the Skopos theory in Reiß and Vermeer, above n 37. See also Kierzkowska, above n 84, pp 78–79.
87Matulewska, above n 84, p 309.
89An idiom is a frozen pattern of language (ie group of words) established by usage, whose meaning is not deducible from its individual components. See further in M Baker In Other Words. A Coursebook on Translation (Abingdon: Routledge, 3rd edn, 2018) p 69.
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translate concepts foreign to the target legal system. Although literal translation of legal texts was preferred until the late twentieth century, due to the potential implications of mistranslation the functional approach is now recommended in translation of legal terminology, which requires partial equivalence of the source and target terms as a minimum.

(a) Natural equivalents

Natural equivalents are preferred in legal translation, yet one must beware of the so-called false cognates, which are also referred to as faux amis (literally: 'false friends'). Faux amis are words or phrases that share etymological origin and thus look or sound similar, yet denote different legal concepts. For instance, Latin phrases such as ‘prima facie’ or ‘in personam’ may refer to different concepts in legal systems that followed different paths of evolution. Likewise, the English term '(road traffic) collision' and the Polish term kolizja (drogowa) discussed in more detail in section 2(a) above may be regarded as false cognates.

This category of equivalents also includes the so-called semi-natural equivalents, which resemble natural equivalents but whose meaning is modified through addition or omission of elements specific to the source or target term. To provide an example, when the Polish term prokurator is literally translated as 'prosecutor', instead of a more appropriate phrase 'public prosecutor', the former translation is classed as a semi-natural equivalent.

Unless the law practitioner is proficient in both legal languages and cultures (ie bilingual and dually qualified), natural equivalents should be treated with caution, particularly when communication takes place without the assistance of a professional interpreter or translator, or when popular machine translation tools are used, which are likely to produce literal and non-technical translation. As the example of the term ‘road traffic accident’ intended to demonstrate, sometimes fundamental concepts underpinning a legal action differ between jurisdictions to such an extent that their misunderstanding may have implications for the outcome of legal proceedings.

(b) Linguistic equivalents

When there is no overlap between the essential characteristics of the source and target terms, the latter cannot be used as a functional equivalent in translation due to conceptual incommensurability. However, it may be possible to compensate for terminological incongruence arising in such circumstances by modifying the sense of the target term, ie the conceptual aspect of its meaning. Verbatim (calque) translation is generally advised against, as, depending on the recipient’s legal competence, it is likely to be meaningless or misleading. Similarly, although the sense of the target term can be artificially expanded or delimited by means of a lexical qualifier, ie a word or phrase, such non-natural equivalents should be avoided and only used as a last resort. It appears that modifying the sense of a target term might be appropriate in translation of the English offence of ‘going equipped’, although it would ultimately depend on the circumstances in which the term is communicated. During a legal consultation, delimiting the term to reflect the facts of the case may be necessary to ensure the client’s understanding (eg ‘going equipped with a screwdriver with the intention of

96 Ibid, ch 2.
97 Functional equivalence in legal translation is discussed further in section 2 above.
98 See further in Sarčević New Approach to Legal Translation, above n 37, pp 252–255.
99 Kierzkowska, above n 84, p 120.
100 Wilson, above n 18.
102 Eg verbatim translation of the phrase ‘King’s Counsel’ into a language used in a civil law system will not convey its true meaning. See further in Mattila, above n 10, pp 360–362.
103 Sarčević New Approach to Legal Translation, above n 37, pp 250–251.
using it to break into and steal a car’), although the lexical qualifier may naturally undergo reduction with the repeated use of the term and the law practitioner being satisfied that their client fully comprehends the term and the corresponding concept.

A legal term that cannot be easily translated into the target language due to lack of conceptual equivalence between the given legal systems can be nonetheless clarified by means of a paraphrase or description. To illustrate by expanding on the first case study above, in the context of a personal injury claim following an RTA, the English tort of negligence can be explained to a foreign defendant (in whose domestic legal system a cause of action may be framed differently) as causing harm to the claimant by the defendant driver breaching a duty of care owed to them as another road user. While this can be an effective solution to lack of terminological congruence, a number of issues must be considered when using a paraphrase or description to convey the meaning of a source legal term. First of all, since providing the descriptive definition of a legal term entails its interpretation, a lawyer involved in cross-border practice who has not been trained in the respective foreign law risks its misinterpretation – not only by themselves but also by other lay parties with whom they are communicating. Secondly, linguistic considerations must be taken into account, such as whether the definition is provided in a neutral language comprehensible to the recipient(s), and whether it is concise and capable of repetition. Descriptive equivalents that are long and complex are not recommended, as they are not manageable in legal communication and may in fact impede it.

(c) Alternative equivalents

If terminological incongruence cannot be compensated for, as a last resort an alternative equivalent may be considered that conveys the general meaning of the source term. In such circumstances three solutions have been proposed: neutral terms, borrowings and naturalisations, and neologisms.

Neutral terms are non-technical terms that may be used as alternative equivalents in legal translation. However, neutral terms are likely to have a broader meaning than that of the source term and therefore may require clarification. In the case of translation, as opposed to interpreting, clarification typically takes the form of explanatory footnotes or a foreword. While target-language orientation of neutral terms is generally preferred in translation, arguably, this may not be the case when communication takes place between two speakers of the same language in the context of a foreign legal system, or when the lawyer discusses with a foreign client a matter to which domestic, rather than foreign, law applies. It is postulated that in such cases orientation should always be towards the language of the law applicable to the given case, regardless of the translation direction (ie from or into the foreign language), as it will help establish and preserve the construction of the legal concept in the corresponding legal system.

As an alternative to using a neutral term, the source term may be retained in its original (ie untranslated) form as a borrowing, or it may be adapted to the target language conventions to form a naturalisation. Using a source term will alert the recipient to the foreign nature of the
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and thus the fact that its interpretation requires reference to the foreign law in question. In order to convey the meaning of the source term, a borrowing or naturalisation should be supplemented by an explanation, which, in the case of document translation, may be placed in footnotes or brackets. Although borrowings seem to be preferred by law practitioners, their use is recommended only in cases where no acceptable functional equivalents or naturalisations with the same meaning already exist in the target language – otherwise, the recipient will be faced with non-natural phrases that may be difficult to pronounce or remember, and the flow of communication may be affected. Furthermore, parallels may be drawn between the concepts of 'borrowings' in translation and 'legal transplants', ie the transfer of rules from one legal system to another, in comparative law. In both contexts, success depends on the transfer of the term’s or rule’s meaning from the culture in which it was originally embedded and lack of divergence therefrom in the course of its use in the target culture, which are likely to be problematic, if not impossible. Considering these potential difficulties, the use of linguistically complex borrowings is therefore advised against in communication with clients whose foreign language competence is non-existent or low, ie those who can only speak it at a basic or conversational level.

As a last resort, a neologism may be used to remedy lack of a functional equivalent in the target language. A neologism is a new lexical item that has been coined for specific purposes, in a manner that complies with the grammatical rules of the target language. A neologism may take the form of a source term with a particular meaning assigned to it, a borrowing from another legal system, a revived archaism or a newly created term. A neologism used in translation should be transparent, it should not form part of the existent target language terminology, and, when used in writing, it may be accompanied by footnotes, especially when there is no parallel legal concept in the target legal system. As with other linguistic remedies, a neologism should not be used where other acceptable functional equivalents exist in the target language. It must be noted, too, that coining a neologism when communicating orally may cause subsequent difficulties due to the impermanence of the communicative act, while its spontaneous creation in written communication (translated or otherwise) may lead to lack of consistency or inaccurate translation of the term if its legal construction has not been researched. Furthermore, the use of a neologism in formal settings, such court proceedings, is not advisable, as it may detract from the decorum and gravity that characterise them. Instead, the use of a borrowing may be preferable in such circumstances, as not only will it be associated with the foreign legal meaning of the term and understood by any parties originating from the respective foreign jurisdiction, but it will also assist in maintaining accurate records of the proceedings.

(d) Selecting a functional equivalent in legal communication

Overall, the choice of methods used to compensate for loss of information in the process of interlingual communication will require the law practitioner (or the translator or interpreter) to balance the form and content of the equivalent. While ensuring translation accuracy, on the one hand, oversimplifying the definition of the term must be avoided, as it might lead the recipient to believe that the two
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legal systems are more similar than in fact they are.\textsuperscript{121} On the other hand, the impact of the length and complexity of the equivalent must be considered on the ease and manageability of its use in communication, as well as its susceptibility to ambiguous interpretation.\textsuperscript{122}

Having regard to the recommended pragmatic approach to translation and the range of linguistic remedies available to achieve functional equivalence, translations of the above-mentioned concepts of a ‘road traffic accident’ and ‘going equipped’ will depend on: (1) the type of the recipient (eg the court, the client or a fellow lawyer); (2) their mother tongue (ie the same or different from the law practitioner’s); and (3) level of fluency in the foreign language (ie basic, independent or proficient user\textsuperscript{123}); (4) the law applicable to the facts of the case (ie domestic or foreign law); as well as (5) the purpose (eg for information, enforcement, etc); and (6) format (ie written or oral) of the communication. Of course, there may be different configurations of these variables in law practice, resulting in different requirements and multiple ways of translating the concepts from the source language into the target language. Arguably, the choice of a functional equivalent made by the law practitioner for the purposes of their own practice or communication with clients or fellow lawyers may be dictated by different considerations than the choice made by a translator or interpreter that assists them.

5. Benefits of applying interdisciplinary methods and skills in globalised law practice

The rationale for incorporating interdisciplinary methods and skills drawing on comparative law and legal translation in globalised law practice is fourfold: it would aid law (self-)study and practice, enhance the law practitioner’s communication skills in both monolingual and unassisted bilingual legal communication, and improve their ability to communicate with the assistance of an interpreter or a translator. Each of the four practical benefits is addressed in further detail below.

First, when studying foreign law or practising law in a global context, lawyers mentally engage in the process of translation when dealing with foreign legal concepts or legal rules applicable to their services. The law practitioner’s awareness of the spectrum of translation strategies and the imperfection of translation, which may lead to divergent renditions of domestic legal terminology in a foreign language or vice versa, would enhance their analytical and problem-solving skills. Greater linguistic discernment would aid the law practitioner’s interpretation of foreign law: increased sensitivity to and more accurate perception of different nuances of meaning when construing foreign law concepts would prevent the lawyer from reliance on parallel domestic legal concepts and rules familiar to them in their translation.

Secondly, when both the law practitioner and their client speak the same first language and are familiar with the same legal system, yet foreign law applies to the client’s matter, in the course of providing legal services to the client, the lawyer will, whether consciously or not, assume the role of a translator between the two legal cultures. In this context, awareness of translation techniques would allow the law practitioner to convey the meaning of foreign legal concepts to their client in a more accurate, precise and comprehensible manner, reducing or altogether eliminating communicative interference stemming from domestic law perspectives.

Thirdly, when the law practitioner provides legal services to a foreign client who can communicate without the assistance of an interpreter, yet is unfamiliar with the legal system within which the lawyer operates, enhanced linguistic competence of the latter would improve the communication process between the parties from the outset. As a result, the client would gain the correct understanding of the scope of the legal services provided, as well as the requirements, duration, potential outcomes and implications of the legal process, which would prevent, or at least minimise, any subsequent misunderstandings. The same applies to domestic law practice in a monolingual context, as clients are

\textsuperscript{121}See eg Curran, above n 112, p 684.

\textsuperscript{122}Mattila, above n 10, p 93.

usually unfamiliar with the meaning of some legal terminology and require its intralingual translation from the language of the law (technolect) into the vernacular, preferably using plain language. With lawyers having a tendency to use technical terms (also referred to as ‘legal jargon’), familiarity with translation strategies and techniques would thus likely improve the law practitioner’s communication skills in general.

Finally, when using translated documents or being assisted by an interpreter during a legal consultation or court proceedings, the law practitioner’s awareness of the spectrum of translation strategies and techniques available would enable them to brief the translator or interpreter effectively and communicate through them in a manner that facilitates more accurate rendition of the source text or speech in the target language. When instructing interpreters to ‘translate word-for-word’, as is often the case, law practitioners ignore the fact that the choice of translation strategy dictates the form of the message rendered in the target language and therefore affects the perception of its meaning by the recipient. On the other hand, word-for-word or literal translation may be resorted to by interpreters or translators of their own accord when they have lesser legal and/or linguistic competence, or by clients who communicate unassisted, despite their limited language competence. Familiarity with translation techniques and a greater awareness of linguistic issues in interlingual communication would allow the lawyer to appreciate the difficulties inherent in conveying legal concepts between different legal cultures, and provide essential information in relation to such concepts in order to aid the translation process and thus the recipient’s comprehension of the intended message.

Conclusion

This paper has attempted to demonstrate how comparative law and legal translation complement each other, and how, as a combination of interdisciplinary methods and skills, they would benefit law practice in a global context, not least by enhancing both inter- and intralingual communication. Ultimately, problem solving that lies at the heart of law practice is a series of decision-making processes, and in order to make correct decisions, the practitioner needs to have a full and accurate picture of the problem(s) to solve and the applicable law. When law practice crosses boundaries of legal cultures, translation precision is key to ensuring that the lawyer’s decisions are informed in a full and accurate manner, and the best solution(s) to the legal problem(s) in question is sought for the client.

The question remains whether such interdisciplinary methods and skills could be taught as part of a law degree. Introduction of a standalone module drawing on comparative law and legal translation would be perhaps more suited to law and language students, who may wish to consider legal translation as a career option. Nevertheless, interdisciplinary skills could still be developed in a comparative law or legal methods and skills module, and further on as part of vocational legal training. Either way, given the ongoing need for the internalisation of the law curriculum, inclusion of linguistic, translation and comparative perspectives in law study would equip graduates with interdisciplinary tools invaluable to global law practice and communication.

It must be conceded, however, that there are routes to law practice other than legal education and, in any event, the above proposals would only benefit current or future law students. To address the issue retrospectively and inclusively of alternative routes, it would be desirable to offer continuous professional development (CPD) training to lawyers who are already qualified and those with no law degree. Such courses could be taught at various levels. Entry level courses could begin with the development of the practitioner’s awareness of linguistic, cultural and comparative legal aspects of interjurisdictional law practice and proceed to an overview of techniques facilitating communication in that context. At more advanced levels, the CPD training could involve discussion of practical case studies, with examples of commonly used legal concepts within a particular practice area that lack equivalents in other (eg neighbouring or frequently interacted with) jurisdictions. Risks involved in miscommunication of such concepts could then be explained, followed by practical exercises involving comparative analysis of legal sources to illustrate conceptual incommensurability and application of translation techniques as a remedy thereto. Complementing the above-mentioned suggestions for adapting legal
education to the requirements of the globalised law market, such CPD training would enhance the practitioner’s legal and communication skills further, as well as offer an opportunity to remain up-to-date with interdisciplinary advancements in the context of interjurisdictional law practice and communication.
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